
 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

And then there was one! 

Due to foreseen circumstances – there has not been a newsletter in a 

few weeks – mmmm Fiji! 

So, what happened in the mean time? 

Well – it’s over for F2 grade – despite a late rally they are unfortunately 

relegated to history this season. The fickle gods of baseball have spoken. 

We, the Executive, must express a sincere thank you to Adam Thomas for 

stepping back up and trying to rally the troops. Good to see your injuries 

mending and back to giving me curry about anything at all! 

* 

G3 Western on the other hand had this to say……………….. 

1st Played 5th. Last Game of the season 

We got our last game at home at 2pm and were treated to the delights of Holly's kitchen and 

the scent of pork slow cooking in the canteen. We new it was going to be tough as we were 

playing St Marys and they treat every game of every division like the MLB. We only had 8 

players and some key figures were away. But as the saying goes "when the Coach/Capitan are 

away, the boys do play!". The mood was high. Nothing to lose everything to gain. 

We hit the diamond first and what an assault we put on them. We had a triple Murph attack. 

B on the mound, G at the plate and H at the Canteen. They didn't stand a chance. B fired 

them in like he was twenty years younger. "I taught LJ everything he knows" he said. The Saints 

were shell shocked. 3 up 3 down. Thanks for coming! 

It was our turn. Rhino lead the squad making a mockery of his previous bat naming ceremony 

by getting Fred on the job. Back fence of Lomatia, GONE! New Ball. Next!  



 

 

Up behind him was B. Just like from the movie Transformers only smoother. The Saints 

pitcher was dirty. He was shaking off the calls, he wanted to bring the heat. First pitch in like a 

missile. As it leaves his hands B yells is that all you got and BOOM! Cuts it straight down third 

base line and finds the Roof of one of the houses in Lomatia Lane. Next up was Big Ezi 

looking for the Gumby in the outfield because there is always one hidden out there, you just 

have to find them. He spots him at right field and pumps one down there just over his head. 

But today is different, Big Ezi has brought his wheels. Around he goes. He is rounding third by 

the time they pick up the ball.  Its too ezi!  

The boys are relaxed, cracking jokes having a good time hitting balls. The Man Ginge is up. 

Today he has a lot of pressure on him. Coach, Captain, 1st baseman. The Saints are dirty and 

this time the pitch is on fire. But the Ginge in  usual style, doesn't even flinch.  "STRIKE" was 

the call from A .T. And it was said well! Kurt looks at the pitcher and says "throw me a fast 

one". The pitcher is like a raging bull. He winds up again and WOOSHKA! "STRIKE" was the 

call again from A.T. And it was said well! The Ginge didn't move. "I will hit this one," he said 

to the pitcher. The pitcher was furious. He was ready to explode. The wind up and the Ginge 

mid swing says "this is how you do it Judge". Right in the sweat spot finds its way to Moalem 

Manner. Landing nicely on their front lawn on the other side of George St.  

Feeling bad we let the Saints back in and told B to go easy on them. So he threw a few half 

pace ones clocking 140ks on Pete Scheinflug’s Radar. But the Saints managed to get on them. 

Out they went where Bongo and "The Daz" Patrolled no man’s land. This is where the action 

really happened. Back it goes over, "The Daz". "Run", everyone calls from the Lomatia 

Grandstand. But "The Daz" is not fazed. "I got this" he reassures Bongo who gives him a nod 

and strolls off for a smoke. He slowly meanders backwards, eyes fixed on the ball. Down it 

comes, down, down straight behind "The Daz's" head down behind his back to the waiting 

glove protruding backwards behind his left buttocks. to take the catch. "NICE" is the call from 

Bongo resting on the boundary fence finishing off his smoke. "Give us a yell if you need a 

hand" Says Bongo but "The Daz" has this outfield thing covered. Catch after catch. Back flips, 

dives, somersaults, they were all on the cards. "The Daz" was in the zone.  

We were back into Bat and the Saints didn't know what to do. They were calling team 

meetings, time out after time out. Next up was "The Beard" he had a sore shoulder. They say 

from too much fun time in the spa with the neighbours. (that's another story). He said he 

would have to bat one handed. A chuckle come from the Saints bench. The wind up, the 

pitch, "The Beard" swats and away it goes. Straight between the pitcher’s legs like a bullet. 

Finds its way to the back fence of Lomatia like a missile only to hit a tuff of grass and pop up 

over the back fence as "The Beard" rounds third. Home he is called from A.T. And it was said 

well!  G Murph was now up. Fighting his own inner demons about which bat to use. "Do I or 

don't I wear a belt with these pants?" He takes his place in the box, "nothing to lose" is the call 



 

 

from the grandstand. "Time" is the call from G Murph who is feeling the pressure. A lonely 

bead of sweat disappears into the Ginger ground nectar of Lomatia's batting box. He steps to 

the other side, he is going left handed. He wastes no time and waives the pitcher to hurry up. 

There it goes. another ball lost eaten up by the backyards of Springwood homes surrounding 

Lomatia. It was then all revealed. He didn't wear a belt. We all had to watch him waive to the 

crowd on his way round with one hand, hold up his pants with the other. "The Daz" was up 

and in his continuing acrobatic fielding form takes a swing at a wild throw from the pitcher 

going behind his back. "The Daz" does a reverse around the back swing to also clear the fence 

of Lomatia Lane just inside the foul line for another round. The Bongo was last up and had 

the pressure of a plethora of home runs to live up to. The Pitcher winds up and Bongo in true 

casual Bongo style wonders off for a smoke behind the club house and casually strolls back to 

put ball number eight over the fence. The G boys were on and it was a delight!  

Positions were moved, The Ginge made it on the mound to strike out after strike out. Triple 

plays, double plays, tag outs, run downs, it was all happening. The only thing that was missing 

was Big O, a guy called Ben, Coach and the Capa to make it a perfect day. Homie was there 

injured but giving full support as always and cheering us on like a excited cheerleader. The 

game continued for another hour or so and it was an absolute joy to be apart off.  

The final Score was 10-6 to the Saints but this is a minor detail. 

R Ookie. 

Royal Rumble 2.0 here we come! 

Editors notes – Too many blatant commercial plugs (it’s to ezi -really?) and spelling waist as 

waste. 

Thanks A.T. once again -champion effort. 

* 

Oh my gosh – that leaves my courageous H Grade Westies to carry the lone BM flag! 

Let’s reminisce Jonno – how did we go? 

 

It is Saturday again and the Blue Mountains Royals H Grade west have awoken with a spring 

in their loins and gird in their step as we leap around with glee as it is the FINALS ! Yes folks, 

the mind snappingly good looking H Grade Royals have had a great season and the pay-off is 

to take on the Dark and pestilent hordes of MacKillop ! wha ?!  We cry and fall about lost and 

needing mummy, Mackillop? Aren’t we supposed to face the highly fancied Colostomy Bags 

?! Nay! It appears the Dark Powers of Baseball (otherwise known as the ‘Association’..) have 



 

 

spent a week mashing their faces against calculators and came up with a result relegating the 

Magnificent Royals to third, even though we won more games that the dreaded Snowfields  

( Editor: you are dumb as a bucketful of hammers…. Schofields! SCHOFIELDS!)! But, we are 

H Grade and we blow our noses at adversity and laugh! Haha! (editor: just so lame .. stop it ) 

and we are off..!  Ahh yes, Lomatia ! The green verdant fields of Lomatia glitter with the 

sparkle with fresh dew, while baseball-butterflies skip and sparkle in the sweet clean airs! Ah 

Lomatia which we but glimpse as we press our faces to the car windows as we pass by to the 

dark, rarely visited and unknown lowlands of Chapman Gardens ! (Editor: speak for your-self 

Hillbilly Huston..! ).  

Because we washed our hands and brushed our hair, we get the ‘nice’ diamond for once and 

not the normal Chapman Garden’s dog-toilet diamond. We warm up and then we notice we 

are the home team so to the mound ! What a day, though; their air is warm, not a cloud in the 

sky, the bogans are quiet and  The Gods of baseball have pulled up their deckchairs to the 

fence. The Ladies lounge is in full swing and while the crowd ties up his tracky-dacks and … it 

is ‘Play Ball’  (– though rule 5.01 of 2017 Official Rules (4.02 in previous editions) the umpire 

shall call ‘play’ so in reality… (editor: yeah, yeah you are doing the umpire’s course.. get on 

with it you twit ..!). ) 

BUT, ‘tis before the first dig and we notice something is missing. There seems to be a lack of 

elegance and civility in the dugout, things seem slightly rough, smelly, hairy  and lacking in ….. 

chicks! Yes ,the ladies are missing but before chaos and madness ensures , our Beloved and 

Verminous Overlord, Steve, grasps us hard .. damn hard and in weird places , before he boots 

us out to charge out to the diamond !   

Moonboot is a colossus on the mound; Clarkey is behind the plate and peers out from under 

his eyebrows, or beard or hair … who knows we can’t tell where his face is anymore; Master of 

the Blue Horizons is light footed and sleek at third, Lochness monster is all over short like a 

Leopard , a hairy Leopard:,  Stevie H , the base-stealer  is second, Mike, The Dude, is all 

aligned and is prepared with his understanding of Anitya, and is at peace and brings stillness at 

first; Will, El Presidente is Big business left, Big Jim C is like ,what-ever, in centre while 

Gandalf leaps, galivants and bamboozles at right. 

Mackillop are a batting team but Moonboot has no time for that baloney and keeps them 

scoreless with some snazzy and get-some pitching.  Not wanting to be out-done we get cracking 

and though we don’t actually suck per se, and so get some good hits in, we come back to the 

poorly perfumed dugout – scoreless ! yeah ,  Huzzah , in your face F grade! We can be crappy 

too..!. Mackillop take the lead in the second with The Master OTBH taking sweet wobbler fly 

ball leaning into the Mackillop dugout (Rule 5.09 (a)(1) Comment (Rule 6.05 (a)Comment: A 

fielder may reach into, but not step into, a dugout ….. (Editor: holy mother of crap ! we don’t 



 

 

care !! get on with it …)) before putting on a display of fielding as lovely as watching a large 

Englishman eat cabbage and custard with a wooden ladle. 3 runs in and we are behind.  

Young ladies pause and faint dead away as Big Jim C saunters up to take on the toast the 

Mackillop pitcher is buttering. He taps the plate, points and  .. and  smokes it up the centre for 

a sweet sweet triple and for, like, 8 thousand likes on snapchat. Seeing the wind is up them, the 

Blue Mountains Royals H grade are fired up.. is this our time … ? is this our moment ??! what 

would Batman do ???? Batman is up and fires it off over third for a base hit, Master OTBH 

takes to the batting like a drunken kiwi in a marshmallow factory but !  third strike dropped 

and to the joy of the Lady of the lake and the Blonde Bombshell in the  Ladies lounge , makes 

first like a dainty footed and well-fed Tinker-bell !   

Two on base, we need a statement to get over these low-land freaks! The crowd’s chips-n-

cheese-savoury- mince cools (you can get some from the take away across the road ) as he 

pauses and stares ; are we in Tibet ? is that the Yeti.. NO! It is Clarkey with his bearded fore-

head, face or what-ever! He is up and SMOKES it between left and centre, two base double 

RBI and get that intaya any other grade than H grade! The Dude follows suit and makes it 

home after El Presidente  cracks a beauty, Moon Boot finds right and …. ‘Side Blue’  says our 

outstanding and elegant scorer ? yes , folks, the Blue counts on his fingers and , yep, seven 

away! Things are looking good !   

We take to the diamond and the Moonster is a monster and we let a couple in before the 

infield finish the job and we are nicely ahead. Members of G Grade offer to polish our 

helmets in respect and then “enough!” calls our Great and Masterful Steve, time for change ! 

So, the, Lochness monster takes the mound while the authorities restrain and sedate Ladies of 

a certain age  as The Master Of The Blue Horizons is forced to clench his fine buttocks 

behind the plate.. Mackillop are up, and Gone! ! .. Lochy is firing ‘em in so sweet the Blue 

practically applauds and we are looking good folks. Then we are three up and three down but 

do we care ? no ! The Game is tight then we get them out for nowt ( yes nowt) and what can 

we do … Folks, we can go crazy. Stevie our stupendous leader , who , for the team, puts 

himself on the bench, bats like a champion. The Dude pulls off the great tag-up of all time by 

breaking the space-time continuum as he tagged up from about, oh , 45 feet from third 

(whoops!)  and Stevie H and Moonboot have a base steeling love-in around all the bases until 

Moon-boot is at third and .. steals home as well ! Big Jim goes big again but this time to right to 

bring home a sweet 2 RBI while Lochy is too awesome and is walked.  Master OTBH smokes 

a grounder to bring in some RBIs while El Presidente fires it up all game and … folks  … what 

is happening?! Stevie throws his helmet in the air and it is ‘game and time! ‘  what rout , what a 

win and what a team! ! Royals win 15-5 … ~ great game folks , we lead from the front! We are 

in the Final and as Scowfeelds are too scared to ascend the mountains , we meet at Plumpton ! 

Be there and Go the Royals!  



 

 

So this week we face a mighty foe in Schofields at Alroy Oval in Plumpton at 

12.15. 

Thanks to the Scheinflug’s and Eddy for joining the rent a crowd.  

 

* 

But soon it must all pass into history with the star studded evening we call…. 

BASEBALL PRESENTATION NIGHT  

The Royal Hotel Springwood 

Saturday the 26th of AUGUST 

Commencing at 6.30pm  

Who will win the big one? 

Who are the players faves/ MVP’s and Batters. 

 

 

As in previous years it will be $50 per head and after last year’s positives the 

Buffet will return along with all your favourite games and good times. 



 

 

This year the Hotel has agreed to let us switch it around to the other side of 

the function space. That means no blow up castle for the F graders. 

 

* 

Nasty stuff – 

Who heard about the head crash between Tanya and Kesha? 

Ouch! 

* 

Oh yeah -remember the Trivia night I was flogging? 

Evidently it clashed with a girls pyjama party or sumthin and it’s off. 

* 

 

Still looking for a few good men or women! 

We have nearly enough for two teams and a couple more would see 

us there!!!!!!!  

Just go online and register and Wil will take it form there! 

* 



 

 

SUMMER SOFTBALL 

Softball has commenced registrations and always need more 

players – come and see any of the committee – we can steer you in 

the right direction. 

* 

 

How were your holidays Steve? 

Nice thanks - but found this at a golf course? Maybe they have a lot of 

Americans? 

* 

 

……good night my lovelies. 

 

 


